1. [H4 Consistency and standards] (Severity 2) 
   Not obvious to add species name under “Add species name”: I at first did not realize that “Add species name” was a text field for the outing title. It is inconsistent with the other text fields insofar as it has a different font and no label. Minor layout adjustments should make this clearer.

2. [H4 Consistency and standards] (Severity 2) 
   When opening an already existing bubble to edit information, the submit button is called “Edit” (as opposed to “Done” when creating a new outing). This is inconsistent both internally and with general standards (“edit” to me implies invoking an editing dialogue, not finishing it).

3. [H1 Visibility of system status] (Severity 1) 
   The little „x“ icon to close a bubble seems to belong to the title field, not the entire bubble.

4. [H5 Error prevention] (Severity 2) 
   When moving a marker, it is unclear whether the „x“ or the tip of the marker should point to the exact location. During the first time, it was not obvious that the marker drops down upon release.

5. [H1 Visibility and system status] (Severity 2) 
   You should add the date to the observation list and the bubble. Right now, I’m unsure whether the date got saved (except that it’s still highlighted in the calendar).

6. [H5 Error prevention] (Severity 3) 
   The “Complete Outing“ button never appeared. Why would you need that anyway, can’t an observation just be saved instantly?

7. [H1 Visibility of system status] (Severity 2) 
   Markers on map are not labelled, thus it is hard to get an overview of observations.

8. I used Opera 9, all AJAX seemed to work fine, except the bug mentioned (text disappearing from textboxes). I only discovered that upon reading about the bug, though.